
AN EXTREMAL HARMONIC FUNCTION1

KENNETH M. LARSEN

Let 0 be a regular subregion of a locally Euclidean M-space V with

S2 having a finite number of border components partitioned into two

disjoint sets a and ß (e.g. a spherical shell). Let h be the harmonic

function which vanishes on a and has the constant value k on ß such

that fa(dh/dn)dS=l. The class of regular harmonic functions on ß

which are continuous on dQ, which vanish on a and which have been

normalized so that fa\du/dn\dS=l will be denoted by H0(&). For

u E Uo(ti), the harmonic mean m(u; k) is defined by m2(u; k)

= J3u2(dh/dn)dS. We shall use m(u; X) for the mean over the level

surface ß\ = h~1(\) and D(u; X) for the Dirichlet integral over the

region Q\ bounded by a and p\. The main result of this paper is the

inequality: max h\ Q\ = m(h; \)=D(h; X)<m(u; \)<D(u; X), for

uEHo(ü), uy£±h. Thus h minimizes the mean and the Dirichlet

integral in the class H0(ü). This inequality can be used in the classi-

fication of locally Euclidean spaces. In particular, we shall show that

O~g = Oh0m:=Oh0d=1Oh0b. Here O g is the class of spaces V possessing

no Green's function, and Oh,¡k, K = M, D, B is the class of V on which

there exist no nonconstant H0K functions, that is, harmonic func-

tions which vanish on the border of a boundary neighborhood of V

and which are of finite mean, of finite Dirichlet integral, or bounded,

respectively.

The methods employed here appear to be valid for arbitrary Rie-

mannian w-spaces [l]. However, we shall assume that F is a locally

Euclidean (flat) M-space [2].

Nevanlinna [3] proved the above inequality in two dimensions

by the use of complex variables. It was later used by Sario [4] in

classifying Riemann surfaces.

The proof of the inequality will be carried out by means of two

lemmas and their corollaries.

Lemma 1. Let f be continuous on fix, the region bounded by a and ß\.

Then

(1) — f fdV = f  —-y dS.
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Proof. We express the volume integral as an iterated integral

JfdV = JffdSdt, where t is measured normal to the level surfaces of h.

To express this last integral in terms of h, we use (dh/dt) = | Vh \, or

dt=(dh/\Vh\), so that

( fdV =  (    f    ,       ,   dSdh

This iterated integral is now differentiated with respect to X. The

zeros of | Vh\ do not affect the integral on the right because they form

a set of zero capacity (cf. Kellogg [5, p. 273]).

Corollary 1. Let u be a function in Ho(tt). Then

i d r i     r   du
(2) — — \m2(u;\)\ =  \   u — dS = D(u; X).

2 d\L J     J ßx   dn

Proof. We first transform the integral for the mean to a volume

integral, m2(u; \)=Ju2(dh/dn)dS=fu2Vh-ndS = f2uVu-VhdV. Then
by Lemma 1,

du
u — dS.

ßx   dn
—   m2(u; X)    = 2 Í   uVu—.-¡- dS = 2 /
d\L J        Jßx | VA| Jß

Corollary 2. If uEHo(iï), but u^+h, then

a' I du i   y- ¡dS).
ßx\dn\     /

Proof. We apply formula (1) to the Dirichlet integral:

dr.       . r    \Vu\2

= f(^\)2\^\ds.JäVIvaI/1

We   then   use   the  Schwarz   inequality:   (Jfg\ Vh\dS)2^ff2\ Vh\dS

■fg2\ Vh\dS, and obtain

Equality holds if and only if | V«| /| Vh\ =t(\) and | Vw| = | du/dn\,

which imply that m = +h.

Corollary 3. If uEHa(Q) and u^+h, then
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(5) m'(u;0) > 1.

Proof. On differentiating (2), we obtain D'(u; \)=[m'(u; X)]2

+m(u; \)m"(u; X). For X = 0, this reduces to D'(u; 0) = [m'(u; 0)]2.

Equation (3) with X = 0 implies that \m'(u ; 0) ]2 = D'(u ; 0) > 1. Taking

the square root of this yields (5) since m(u; 0) =0 and m(u; X) ̂ 0 so

that m'(u; 0)^0.

Lemma 2. If Ut¿ ±h is a function in Ho(ti), then

(6) m"(u; X) > 0.

Proof. We apply the above Schwarz inequality with / = u,

g= (1/| Vh\)(du/dn), to (2) and obtain

m2(u; \)m'2(u; X) = (   j   u-,-¡- — I Va! dS )

¿5 g w2(w; \)D'(u; X).

0X ^ «X

VmI2
2(«; X) f

«^ fix■a  l VA I

However, from (2), D'(u; \)=m(u; \)m"(u; X)+w'2(w; X). Sub-

stituting this in the above inequality and simplifying, we get

0^m3(u; \)m"(u; X). As before equality holds if and only if u= ±h.

We can now prove the main inequality. From (5) and (6), we see

that

m'(u; X) =  I   m"(u; \)d\ + m'(u; 0) > m'(u; 0) > 1.
J 0

This together with equation (2) yields D(u; \)>m(u; X). Since

J(dh/dn)dS=l on ß\, D(h; X) =m(h; X) =X. Thus we have the desired
result:

D(u; X) > m(u; X) =  I    m'(u; X)dX
J 0

(7)

>  j    ¿X = X = D(A; X) = m(h; X).
J 0

We shall now use this inequality to prove that the classes of

Euclidean spaces defined in the introduction to this paper coincide.

Theorem. For locally Euclidean n-spaces,

Og = 0Hi)k,       K = B,M,   or    D.
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Proof. Let PF be a regular subregion of V with border a. We con-

sider an arbitrary regular region W, with border ß, which contains

W. We set ß = W — W and use the notation and terminology previ-

ously introduced. If VEOh0b, then there is a W and u such that

\u\ =X on V—W. We then have

f     dh r dh
m2(u; k) =  I u2 — dS Ú K2      — dS = K2.

J ß    dn J ßdn

Thus m(u; k) is uniformily bounded for every such W and VÉOh0m-

To prove the opposite inclusion, let uEH0M(V— W). Then for

Çl=W'—W, m(u; k) ^ M. The maximum principal together with the

inequality (7) imply that \h(z)\ ^k^M. These harmonic functions

are therefore uniformily bounded and there exists a sequence of

them which converges to a harmonic function h0 on V — W. Since

each |A(z)| gl, |A0(z)| g M and h0EH0B(V-W). Inequality (7)
also shows that hoEH0D(V— W).

That HoD(V— W)EH0M(V— W) is an immediate consequence of

(7) since the Dirichlet integral is a bound for the mean.

The harmonic measure wq of ß with respect to £2 is the harmonic

function with wn|a = 0 and wn|/3=l. The harmonic measure of the

ideal boundary of V is, by definition, co = limw-.v «o-

We shall finish the proof of the theorem by showing that Oo

= 0HoBAiVEOo then wEHoB(V-W) [ô] and V$0HtB.li VÈOh„b,
let \u\ £K on V-W. For every Q=W'-W, m(u; k)^K. The har-

monic measure con is related to ha by o>a = ha/ka. Since &n = jrv, lim ka

¿K. It follows that w = lim(AQ/Aí¡) 5^0 and therefore V$Oa [ö].

Remark. This theorem provides a partial solution to problem (1),

page 109 of Sario [7].
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